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Abstract Providers of computing services such as data science clouds need to maintain large hardware infrastructures often
with thousands of nodes. Using commodity hardware leads to hetperformance, which must be understood to allow for accounting,
strategic planning, and to identify problems and bottlenecks. Tobut they disturb
normal operations and are too expensive to run continuously.
They also struggle to be representative of an ever changing workload. We therefore design a passive benchmarking technique,
which computes expressive and accurate performance metrics
based on actual workloads. We prove the quality and performance
benefits of our passive benchmark on a practical workload in one
uting infrastructures, the
CERN Computing Center. In fact, our approach allows continuous benchmarking of the active system, while avoiding costs in
terms of downtime and achieves prediction quality comparable to
the state-of-the-art approach of active benchmarking.
Keywords benchmarking; performance; computing infrastructure management; cloud computing

I. INTRODUCTION
The age of Big Data has arrived and brings new possibilities,
but also several challenges to data analysts and the cloud computing community. Storing and analyzing large amounts of sensor data, logs, traces, or interaction histories hold the potential
to optimize business processes, make new scientific discoveries,
enable smart services and to some degree may even realize
the vision of artificial intelligence. To tap into this potential, new
machine learning algorithms and data science tools are continuously developed, and all of them require scalable and efficient
computing infrastructures to deal with the ever-growing data
analysis requirements.
This infrastructure is provided by either supercomputer installations for special requirements or, most commonly, by
cloud computing services of some fashion. The offers for cloud
computing services range from Infrastructure as a Service
(IAAS), which offers virtual, general purpose resources that can
be freely used by the customer, via batch computing solutions
like e.g. Amazons AWS Batch [1] that offer automatic mechanisms to scale, split and distribute large jobs, to highly specialized services like
[2] which offers prepared
modules and services for analytics and machine learning.

Any organization faced with the challenge of performing Big
Data scale analytics has the choice between operating their own
computing infrastructure and providing the resources to their analysts (a private cloud scenario), purchasing resources from an
external provider for a limited time (public cloud scenario), or a
combination of both, where private resources can be extended
by external cloud resources whenever needed. Both of those
main scenarios require to quantitatively understand the processing power provided by a possibly heterogeneous computing
cluster and to make reliable planning predictions about infrastructure capacity as a whole. For example, the staged acquisition and replacement of computing hardware leads to a heterogeneous environment with a multitude of different CPU and
memory variants concurrently used in production, resulting in a
high variance of processing power. Furthermore, the processing
power of computing nodes no longer scales simply with the CPU
frequency or the number of cores, but depends on the availability
and efficient use of parallelism, and advanced CPU features,
such as hyper-threading, electrical power steering, or caching
strategies. While newer and more sophisticated hardware generally means increased performance, a lot of that potential is left
unused when running software that is not suited or not optimized
for the advanced features. Therefore, comparative performance
studies are required to determine the processing power for each
hardware type and configuration with respect to the actual workload, to make optimal use of the available resources. This is,
however, not a trivial problem to solve on scale.
The common approach when trying to quantify the performance of a system is to perform active benchmarking on each
configuration of interest. For this, a stable workload (the benchmark) is designed to represent the workload expected on the running production system. The workload is then executed on the
node and a performance metric is measured (e.g. runtime).
While this is a reasonable solution to optimize a specific workflow for a homogeneous set of hardware (and fits well with the
supercomputing use case), there are several reasons that make it
infeasible for cloud computing. The biggest issue is that clouds
usually support a heterogeneous mix of users and jobs all running in the same system. This makes creating a representative
benchmark to properly represent every existing workflow an immense task requiring detailed knowledge of all jobs. The resource provider will generally be agnostic to the specifics of the
jobs and thus unable to design such a benchmark. The customers
on the other hand will often be unwilling to invest the effort of

providing a representative benchmark for every job mix. In particular, such a benchmark will rapidly be outdated due to
changes in the user and workflow mix. But even if a somewhat
representative benchmark was available, the cost of running the
benchmark of each kind of job for every hard- and software configuration in the cluster is clearly prohibitive.
To avoid the above shortcomings, in this paper we evaluate
a passive benchmarking technique that avoids actively introducing artificial benchmark loads, by instead passively observing
existing loads. We consider each running user job as a small
benchmark and use the job runtime information from existing
logs as a performance measure. By combining statistics over a
large number of such real-life mini-benchmark observations in
a controlled way, we can quite accurately describe the performance of each individual host. The benefits are obvious: such
passive benchmarking comes at basically no additional cost, can
run continuously without blocking the working environment,
and can even be computed for the past, helping to analyze disruptions in operations. As it is based on the actual workload, it
immediately adapts to changes in workflows, software, and parameters of the jobs, too. This allows for benchmarking a running system, which would be difficult with active benchmarks.
To evaluate our approach, we chose to apply it at the CERN
computing center, part of one of the largest scientific data processing infrastructures in the world. The work reported here is
part of an effort to quantitatively understand and optimize
CERN computing based on collected metrics [3] to prepare for
the computing demands that come with the next upgrade of the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the related detectors. As
CERN computing covers a broad area of applications, from
large scale bulk production jobs processing petabytes of raw
data up to analytics applications run by thousands of individual
scientists, we consider this a good broad scale scenario to test
our approach.
In summary, in this paper we:
Design a passive benchmark technique for individual machines in large scale computing environments, at negligible
computing, management and operation overhead
Evaluate our approach in a private cloud scenario, by
benchmarking the hardware at the CERN computing center
and comparing results to the current active reference
benchmark, on a real world large-scale dataset covering
three months of computing.
Evaluate our approach in a public cloud scenario, i.e. we
benchmark a set of virtual machines provided by a commercial cloud provider and comparing the results to short
running active mini-benchmarks.
II. RELATED WORK
For many years, active benchmarks have been the method of
choice to assess the performance of data processing systems.
There exists an extensive literature concerning best practices in
benchmarking, e.g. for storage and file systems [4], as well as
application specific benchmarks like for Big Data Systems [5].
However, there is evidence that such benchmarks may not be

sufficient to analyze more complex computing and data analytics environments like cloud systems in production [6].
The HEP (High Energy Physics) community commonly employs the HepSPEC06 [21], a weighted subset of the SPEC CPU
2006 [29] benchmark, which has been shown to reproduce scaling behavior of typical HEP workflows across different hardware types with acceptable precision. We will compare our approach to this benchmark as the state-of-the-art in the community where our experiments took place.
Large cloud providers such as the Google Cloud Platform [7]
[8], face problems
similar to what we describe: providing virtual machines in the
cloud and trying to assess the computing power provided to or
consumed by end-users. By defining the Elastic Compute Unit
(ECU), EC2 followed a similar approach as the HEP commureference processor as measured by an internal benchmark. This
information on computing power available for a given machine
led to extensive work on correctly predicting the workload of a
given task and optimizing the allocation of cloud resources [9].
Later in 2014, Amazon changed their model to instead provide a defined number of virtual CPUs, which can, however,
vary greatly in performance, depending on the underlying hardware. Among power users, this difference in provided perforstrategies, where a virtual machine is requested from the cloud
and deployed, runs an initial benchmark, and is then ditched
whenever the measured performance is below expectation. This
is described in for example [10] or [11] using the scenario of
scientific computing workflows of a CERN experiment. The results presented indicate that the performance for a virtual machine can indeed vary strongly, and even change completely after a reboot of the machine. While it makes sense for users to
run those short active benchmarks before committing to run a
potentially long and expensive task, the deploy and ditch strategy is less desirable for the service providers as it creates unnecessary overhead and leaves part of the infrastructure unused. Instead, having a good performance estimate and adjusting the
prices of the VM s accordingly would allow to make better use
of the available resources.
Another important challenge for large scale computing infrastructures is to identify so-called limping hardware, i.e. computing nodes that suffer from some kind of transparent hardware
problems. This means they do not directly fail (and thus create
an alarm), but may perform far below expectations (e.g. overheated CPUs, RAID failures, etc.). These nodes might actually
slow down the whole system, e.g. by blocking a healthy computing node with a slow file transfer. However, detecting those
slow machines is difficult, as they often do not raise errors, and
thus escape the monitoring. While [12] makes a case for limping
hardware tolerant clouds, and new techno
vMotion [13] allow for live migrations of virtual machines to
avoid low performing nodes, continuous benchmarking information on all machines would reliably detect limping nodes and
thus solve the problem.
While there is work on providing monitoring for clouds, e.g.
[14] or [15], and grids [16], it usually concentrates on retrieving
raw metrics such as CPU seconds spent, I/O wait time, or

disc/memory/network load. While this is certainly useful for operations, it may hide underlying performance problems. For instance, it is unclear if a high network load is good or bad. On the
other hand a low performance score should always be a clear
indicator that additional investigation is required.
BASIL [17] and Pesto [18] are two systems taking a similar
approach to ours, by using available logs and characterizing
workloads to evaluate the performance of I/O latency of storage
devices in a virtualized environment. However, both systems focus on global load balancing for I/O, while we are interested in
precise measurements of the computing performance of individual nodes, e.g. to detect limping hardware. Finally, [19] follows
a black-box approach, again to evaluate storage performance,
and [20] tries to model the relative fitness of storage systems,
however only between pairs of nodes.
III. TOWARDS PASSIVE BENCHMARKING
In this section we first explicitly state the assumptions made
for this approach, followed by an explanation of the design of
our model and the implementation in practice.
A. State-of-the-art and Assumptions
Operating a large scale computing infrastructure at peak efficiency requires benchmarking that allows to measure performance reliably, precisely, and continuously, without obstructing
the production workflow of the system. The state-of-the-art in
the HEP community is to apply the active HepSPEC Benchmark
(see section 2), which however takes 8-10 hours per node to
complete. The score achieved on the benchmark is compared to
the score of a reference machine and a relative speed-up factor,
the CPU factor, is derived. For accounting purposes, the system
records for each job the time spend actively running on the CPU
(CPU seconds). To make up for the heterogeneous set of resources, this CPU time is scaled with the CPU factor to compute
scaled CPU seconds as: CPU seconds CPU factor. Scaled CPU
seconds are then used for fair accounting. When using HepSPEC
CPU factors derived from the HepSPEC benchmark, this scaled
CPU time is referred to as HepSPEC seconds, the standard unit
for accounting in the HEP community.
Our passive benchmarking approach avoids putting this additional benchmarking load on the system. Instead, we analyze
the reported job CPU times of jobs already running on the system in production. Unlike active benchmarking approaches that
use identical jobs to compare the performance of nodes, we need
to deal with real real jobs running on the system, which are not
identical. The challenge is therefore to identify groups of jobs
that are sufficiently similar to allow drawing conclusions of the
node s performance. By identifying such coherent groups, we
can use them as low quality but numerous benchmarks.
There exists some work on trying to cluster jobs based on
their performance metrics such as [21] and [22]. However, their
approach has the drawback that by design jobs which are supposed to be identical but actually differ due to some anomaly
will not be clustered together. Instead, we argue that the grouping should be based on semantic information, so that performance outliers can be detected. We therefore use explicit grouping information for jobs that belong to the same task. As computing clouds are typically used to take advantage of parallelism

by splitting a larger semantic task (e.g. a given analysis) into
several smaller jobs to be executed on different nodes (e.g. for
different subsets of data), we get groups of very coherent and
similar jobs, running the same software under similar conditions. This clear task-job association is usually well defined in
map-reduce systems like e.g. Hadoop, for data science services
like
or for batch systems. This is also the
case for the CERN computing center, which provides batch resources to the associated CERN experiments. The experiments
run large scale analysis, processing and simulation tasks on the
computing farm, which are divided into thousands of individual
jobs. From the scheduling system, we can retrieve an explicit
task id that allows a semantic grouping.
Since such tasks are very similar in many respects (running
the same software in the same environment for the same purpose), it is plausible to assume that the actual workload performed, e.g. in CPU cycles, memory operations etc. should be
similar as well. In our modeling we therefore assume that tasks
actually represent the same workload, and take the respective
jobs as individual benchmark runs on different machines. More
specifically, we make the following basic modelling assumptions to design our passive benchmarking approach:
For each of n hosts , there is a CPU factor which describes its performance relative to the other hosts:
.
There is a constant workload required to perform all jobs
of the same task , and this workload can be described by
an amount of scaled CPU seconds for all of m tasks:
The theoretical CPU runtime of a job on a given node is
defined by the workload and the CPU factor of the node it
ran on as:
We have a set of observed job runtimes from the logs, ,
and assume that they will differ from the predicted
runtime by a generic error term, caused by differences between the individual job workload compared to the task or
fluctuations in the host performance:
.
As mentioned before, these assumptions are over-simplifying the actual situation and e.g. not all jobs will be identical. In
the following, we will therefore describe the implementation details of our approach and suggest several techniques to deal with
the variance created by this mismatch (e.g. filtering and
weights). In the experimental section we will then evaluate if our
assumptions and corrections, applied to a sufficiently large dataset can provide useful quantitative performance information
on the computing nodes.
B. Model and Algorithm
Given the observed job runtimes, we tested two approaches
to estimate the host CPU factors
: global optimization
and local optimization.
For global optimization, we apply numeric minimization algorithms to select all and such that difference between the
predicted job runtime
and the observed job runtime
are

minimized. In particular, we minimize the root mean square error (RMSE) of the
and test different minimization algorithms
and parameters (see section 4). This approach does, however,
come with some drawbacks, as it can be computationally expensive to numerically solve equations for larger numbers of parameters. Additionally, the whole computation needs to be repeated
whenever new data is available, and for a large number of parameters with very different dimensions, minimization algorithms might require extensive tuning to ensure convergence.
We thus designed a local approach avoiding these problems.
For local optimization, we follow a two-step approach,
where we first estimate the task workloads for each task based
on all observed actual job runtimes, and then fit the
independently for each host with linear regression. To estimate the
task workloads, we follow our assumption that the task workload is constant and thus
should give a constant result for each observation , with deviations being caused by
unexpected variations and outliers. We can therefore estimate
the task workloads by first defining a set of initial CPU factors
, and aggregating the individual estimates
from each job using a statistic that is robust against outliers, the
median:
.
To solve the cold start problems of defining these initial CPU
factors, we tested two different approaches. 1) We used the existing CPU factors from the active benchmark as initial values,
and then run the passive benchmark to better fit the CPU factors
to the performance actually seen in the real workload. 2) To
avoid a dependency on active benchmarking, we tested a second
approach, where we initialize all CPU factors as equal (e.g. 1)
and fit improved CPU factors. We then reuse those resulting factors as initials in a second iteration of the passive benchmark, to
reduce errors based on incorrect task workload estimates. In our
experiments we found that both approaches deliver a similar
quality of results (RMSE: 8192±387 with HepSPEC vs.
8020±372 without HepSPEC), meaning that active benchmark
results are not necessary to use our algorithm.
After estimating the task workloads, we get independently
for each node a linear set of equations based on our observations as:
for which we estimate the optimal using
a least squares fit. More specifically, we use a weighted linear
least square fit (with zero inception) between the observed job
runtimes and the corresponding task estimates. We further improve the fitting result by assigning weights to the observations,
as we will explain later. We perform this computation in R [23],
using the general linear model (glm) function of the stat package. We filter the training set and remove outliers where the obse
from the expected value based on the workload estimates. (We
ences to be within the area of a few percent.)
To further improve the quality of our results, we apply
weights to our observations that respect the variation observed
for jobs within each task. Generally speaking, tasks with a high
variance have a less stable workload, and are thus less suited as
benchmarks. We evaluated using the inverse standard deviation
and inverse standard error as weights, and compared the results
to a version without weights. We found an improvement of 6.7%

when using weights, but no significant difference between the
two options. In the following we used the inverse standard deviation of each task estimate as weight for the fit.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND VALIDATION
In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the quality of our
approach, to see if the variance and accuracy of our benchmark
are sufficient for actual operations on real world data.
A. Scenarios
As mentioned already in the introduction, we see two different scenarios when it comes to benchmarking large computing
infrastructures: the private cloud scenario and the public cloud
scenario.
The pr
and is interested in the performance of all individual nodes while
having all necessary information to allow for in depth analysis
and monitoring. This allows to: 1) Evaluate the overall performance of a system 2) Detect problems, bottlenecks, or limping
hardware 3) Compare the performance of different configurations of hardware, software, or configuration parameters on the
actual workload running on a system. In many cases the performance gain achieved by upgrading certain components depends
strongly on the actual workload, and e.g. the performance gain
due to a larger memory cache might affect an active benchmark
differently than the workload.
The public cloud scenario takes the perspective of the customer, who is usually presented with the choice of virtual resources of different price and quality categories. In this scenario,
information about actual underlying hardware provided and its
configuration is often very limited. The customer is interested in
measuring the performance his workloads can achieve on the
different resource classes offered, to make an economically rational decision. The focus here is less on understanding each individual node, but instead on identifying the relative performance of a class of resources and the stability of that performance over time and for different applications.
B. Datasets
The data set we use for the private cloud scenario experiments is based on monitoring data of actual computing jobs run
between July and September 2015 at CERN Computing Center
using the two largest LHC experiments ATLAS [24] and CMS
[25]. The jobs can be categorized in two wider groups of tasks:
bulk production tasks and individual analysis tasks:
The set of bulk production tasks consists mostly of physics
and detector simulations, as well as raw sensor data processing. In both cases, tasks are usually CPU bound, large
scale processes using well-defined and managed software
and algorithms, which makes them good candidates to be
used as consistent benchmarks.
The group of individual analysis tasks on the other hand, is
formed by tasks written by individual scientists, using
some shared resources to test their own individual and rapidly changing algorithms on large datasets. This group
tends to be much less consistent, and we expect a lot more

variation between tasks in this group, and individual jobs
within a task.
We first filtered out tasks and hosts for which we had an insufficient number of observations, and kept only tasks for which
we had at least 25 observations, and hosts for which we had at
least 10 observations, belonging to at least 4 different tasks. The
full dataset covers about 1.85 million jobs, split about 50/50 between individual analysis and bulk production jobs and covers
~3,400 hosts, using the hardware type to define the HepSPEC
CPU factor. The individual analysis tasks are grouped into
~4,500 tasks with an average of 200 jobs per task, while the bulk
production jobs are grouped into only ~1,900 tasks with an average of 490 jobs per task, showing that bulk production jobs
typically consist of fewer, but larger tasks.
For the public cloud scenario, we used a set of monitoring
logs obtained during an evaluation to use commercial cloud providers to perform physics simulations for CERN experiments.
The goal of t
software stack can successfully be run in a public cloud, and to
measure the performance and stability of the resources provided.
As it is an experimental setup, only CPU bound tasks needing
almost no I/O are covered in this setting, leading to a more homogenous job mix. This last dataset covers one month of physics simulation, split into only 30 tasks with a total of about
50,000 jobs running on 2250 virtual machines. The machines
belonged to one of 6 different VM classes, and ran in one of 5
different clouds. Unlike the nodes in our private cloud, the virtual machines in this scenario were however short lived and typically ran only about 10 jobs.
C. Accuracy
For the first set of experiments we compared the accuracy of
different design options for a passive benchmarking approach as
described in section 3. This is important to evaluate if the speedup we predict fits the reality. In the first experiment we compare
the more simplistic local optimization to a full scale global optimization, to see if using all available information in one step
would improve the fitting results. As mentioned in 3.2, the
global optimization approach aims at minimizing the RMSE on
the training set by selecting optimal CPU factors and values for
the reference task workload. The numerical optimization of a
large parameter space (in our larger dataset ~10,000 parameters)
with very different scales for the individual parameters (CPU
factors in the order of 1-6, job runtimes in seconds ranging between 10 minutes to over 10 hours) is a challenge all by itself,
and selecting the right algorithms and tuning parameters to fit
the dataset at hand can greatly influence the results.
We therefore only conducted an experiment of limited scale,
comparing a selection of 6 common optimization algorithms,
namely: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)[26], Simulated
Annealing(SAN) [27], Conjugate Gradients (CG), BFGS and
Nelder-Mead (all in [28]), and limited-memory BFGS (LBFGS-B) [29]. For parameters, we provided information easily
deducible from our dataset, and comparable to the information
we used for the local optimization: start values for CPU factors
are equal to 1, start values for the task workloads are the medians
of all jobs of that task, limits for CPU factors are between 1 and
6 (typically between 2-5 for HepSPEC) and limits for the task

workloads are twice the maximal observed job runtime as an upper limit, and half the shortest observed runtime for a lower
limit. Other than that, we used the out-of-the-box parameters
provided by the R functions implementing the optimization algorithms: optim and pso.
As there is no established way to measure the true CPU factor of a machine w.r.t. future workloads, we created a synthetic
dataset for the first experiment. For this, we defined a true CPU
factor for each machine and the task workloads. We then created
job runtimes by assigning a task to a host and computing the true
runtime it would have if the CPU factor was correct as
. To represent the variance existing in real applications, we
used the true runtime to compute a runtime with an error, as a
random sample from a Gaussian with
and a standard deviation of 30% of the true runtime . We simulated 200 hosts
running 160 tasks, and computed the RMSE from the difference
between the CPU factor resulting from the fit and the true CPU
factor that is defined within the simulation. The results are
shown in Table. 1. As can be seen from the results, while there
are clear differences between the different global optimizers,
none of them outperforms our simpler localized approach. The
local approach, however, has less parameters to optimize and
can be computed much faster than the global optimization, taking minutes for local optimization vs. hours for global optimization on a standard laptop. We therefore decided to continue our
experiments using the localized approach.
After deciding on an algorithm for passive benchmarking,
we wanted to compare the passive approach to active benchmarking under real world conditions, to test if it can deliver comparable results to active benchmarking in practice. Unfortunately, we have no true CPU factor available to which we could
compare the active and passive approach. The actively measured
CPU factors do not qualify as a ground truth, as they only correctly describe the speed-up for the benchmarking load. The accuracy for predicting the speed-up of a future practical workload, the information we are actually interested in, will depend
on how representative it is. To measure the accuracy of the estimated CPU factors, we therefore decided to take the measured
CPU time of a job as ground truth and measure how well the
CPU factors can help predict this actually observed behavior of
the jobs. More specifically, we first obtained a set of CPU factors for each host, either via HepSPEC or by training our passive
approach on tasks in a training set. We then use those CPU factors as initial CPU factors to estimate the task workloads on an
independent test set, as described in section 3.2. Following our
modeling assumptions, if those estimates of the task workload
and the CPU factors were correct, it should be possible to predict
TABLE 1

COMPARING RMSE FOR THE LOCAL AND SEVERAL GLOBAL
OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES

Model
local
L-BFGS-B
PSO
CG
Nelder-Mead
BFGS
SAN

RMSE with std. error
0.21 ± 0.01
0.26 ± 0.05
0.4 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.03
1.15 ± 0.01
1.19 ± 0.08
4.24 ± 0.09

the actual CPU runtime on the host as
. The difference between the actually measured CPU time and the predicted
CPU time is an error, caused by 1) the job workload varying
from the task workload or 2) the CPU factor being wrong. There
will be a significant error caused by the first reason, which is
however constant for all models under comparison. Any further
differences can be attributed to incorrect CPU factors. We therefore take the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of those errors on
the test set as measure of accuracy, as it describes how well the
factors computed on the training data can predict the behavior
of the unknown test tasks.
In a second experiment we compare the accuracy of active
benchmarking to passive benchmarking to test if they are comparable in different scenarios. As the accuracy of both approaches depends on the workload, we use the real world data
set for the private cloud scenario which contains both, bulk production, but also individual analysis tasks. As the individual
analysis jobs should have a higher internal variance, this should
be a more difficult scenario for the passive approach. In this dataset, the HepSPEC CPU factors are based on actual benchmark
runs. To evaluate the effects that different job mixes have on the
benchmarking results, we trained the passive benchmarking approach independently on only bulk production tasks, only individual analysis tasks, and on a combination of both datasets. We
took samples of equal size from all datasets for a fair comparison. We then evaluated the RMSE of the HepSPEC CPU factors
as well as the CPU factors based on the training on different test
sets, again based on only bulk production tasks, only individual
analysis tasks, and the combination of both. We separated the
training sets in 10 folds and followed a leave-one-out approach
for training. Please note for the results of this experiment shown
in Fig. 1 that the standard errors were omitted as they are too
small to be visible. We can highlight several trends:
For one, the RMSE on the test set consisting of individual
analysis tasks is higher than for the bulk production for each approach, with the combined test set lying in between. This confirms our assumptions that individual analysis jobs are inherently harder to predict accurately. Another clear trend is that for
each test set the RMSE of the predictions based on the active
benchmark is higher than for any of the passive approaches by
at least 4%. The strongest effect can be seen when comparing
the combined training set to the other approaches. Using a training set consisting of both, individual analysis and bulk production jobs, we get a 32% lower RMSE on the bulk production test
set, compared to training only on bulk production jobs, and even

34% compared to HepSPEC. On the combined test set, which
best represents the actual system workload, using the combined
training still gives an improvement of about 20% compared to
HepSPEC. Training on the combined set actually outperforms
all of the other approaches by far, except for the individual analysis test set, where all of the passive approaches perform similarly.
We realize that having the semantic information on which
jobs can be aggregated into tasks puts us in a fortunate situation
that many other providers of infrastructure might not share. In
the next experiment we therefore test an alternative, more readily available aggregation scheme to group similar jobs together:
We aggregate the jobs per individual user, instead of per task.
The idea is that a user of a larger grid or cloud infrastructure will
tend to run many jobs of a similar workflow, and thus show a
somewhat consistent profile compared to other users. In this experiment we did 40 iterations of randomly splitting the dataset
into 70% training and 30% test set, and then trained once with
jobs aggregated per user, and once per task. For this, we used
only individual analysis jobs of the larger dataset, since the bulk
production was running on a single service account. After comparing the two approaches and the active HepSpec benchmark,
we could not find a significant difference between the results
(HepSPEC: 10,000±170, By User: 10,200±170, By Task:
9,900±175), showing that even for less specific and more readily
available information, our passive approach can still give similar
results to an active approach.
In a last experiment, we applied our passive benchmarking
approach on the public cloud scenario, where we can no longer
reliably identify individual machines. We therefore take the customers perspective, and benchmark the different classes of
our own computing center. To this end, we aggregated the jobs
of all machines of the same class and running in the same cloud,
and considered those as running on the same host. We therefore
get one estimate for each (actually existing) combination of class
and cloud, resulting in 8 different combinations.
As running a full HepSPEC benchmark on a virtual resource
is not feasible, the LHCB Fast Benchmark (fastBmk) and the Kit
Validation Benchmark (KV benchmark) [30] were used instead.
While the fastBmk is essentially just a Gaussian random generator, the KV benchmark consists of running a short Monte-Carlo
physics simulation, however with predefined outcome, using the
same software as the real simulations. Essentially, in this setup
the benchmark is a short running version of the real workload,
and thus very representative. Both active benchmarks are designed to run only about 10 minutes before each job, to minimize
the resources consumed for benchmarking. To compare our passive approach against the two active benchmarks, we defined the
CPU factors for the active benchmarks as the inverse mean
runtime of the benchmarks on each configuration. We then performed a 10 fold cross validation with 10 iterations of randomly
assigning folds on the available data, and computed the average
RMSE for the two active benchmarks and our approach.
The results in Tab. 2 show that our passive approach still
shows similar predictive power to the active KV benchmark,
while the fastBmk shows significantly worse results. Notably, in

Benchmark
fastBmk
KV Benchmark
Passive Benchmark

RMSE with std. error
722.3 18.1
569.8 13.6
532.6 13.4

this setup both KV and our passive approach are representative
for the workload, while the fastBmk is a generic benchmark.
D. Variance and Stability
In a second set of experiments, we evaluate the variance and
stability of our passive benchmarking approach and try to set it
in relation to the active benchmarking.
For comparison with the active HepSPEC benchmark, we
reuse data from an experiment to measure the variance of the
HepSPEC benchmark conducted at CERN and reported in [31].
We analyzed the results obtained from 15 different hosts, for
which the HepSPEC benchmark was run repeatedly between 38
to 75 times (~13-25 days runtime per host), under stable lab conditions. We use the relative standard deviation of the estimated
CPU factors as a measure of variance, i.e. the standard deviation
divided by the estimated CPU factor, to allow a fair comparison
of errors of different magnitudes. The standard deviations measured for the active benchmark range from 0.2% to 2.3%, with an
average of 0.7%.
Our mini-benchmarks, based on the actual workload, come
with some inherent variance, as in reality jobs do not perform
exactly the same work. The variance observed during runs of the
same workload under stable conditions for the active benchmark
and the variance during production conditions for the passive
benchmark can be expected to differ, which makes for a somewhat unfair comparison. Nonetheless, we performed an experiment to see if the measurement precision obtained by our passive benchmark would be useful in practice. For this analysis,
we computed the standard errors of the CPU factor fits from the
passive benchmark trained on the combined training set of our
larger dataset, as that configuration provided the best accuracy
in our former experiments. We analyzed the distribution of the
error estimates for the CPU factors and found a peak in the histogram around a standard error of ±2%. The vast majority (98%)
is being estimated with less than ±5% error. This level of variance is comparable to the worst results obtained during active
benchmarking for hosts with all performance features activated.
In the next experiment, we analyzed the changes in stability
and variance of the benchmarking result for a single host over
time, using a sliding window. For this, we randomly selected a
host for which we had observed a large number of tasks (53) and
estimated the CPU factor based on the first 4 tasks to obtain the
first result, then replaced the oldest task with the next one and
calculated the fit again. The resulting snapshot CPU factors with
their standard error can be seen in Fig. 2 and represents the
We can see, that over time the machine shows three different
levels of performance, or three different states, with CPU factors
around 2, 2.6, and 3.1. When we matched those stages with monitoring information from the host in question, we were able to

Estimated CPU Factor

TABLE 2 COMPARING RMSE FOR DIFFERENT BENCHMARKS IN THE PUBLIC
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explain some of the observed changes. At around task index 13
(the first vertical bar in the plot) the host showed an alarming
drop in many raw performance metrics, such as CPU consumption, network utilization and disk usage, indicating severe problems on the host, followed by a reboot. It can be assumed that
the performance of the jobs running around that time was affected, in turn leading to a lower CPU factor.
The second incident worth noting is the significant increase
in performance of the host at around index 30. After again analyzing additional monitoring information, we found that the host
in question is actually a virtual machine sharing a hypervisor
with another sister VM. At around index 27 (the second horizontal bar in the plot), that sister VM was shut down completely
until the end of the observation time, leaving the hardware of the
hypervisor exclusively for this host to use. As this allows to
make better use of turbo boosting the CPU, hyper threading and
memory caches etc., we detected an actual performance increase
of the machine. This means that the observed change or perceived instability of the benchmark results in Fig. 2 are actually
signs of an instability of the host itself, to which our estimate of
the CPU factor adapts over time. Especially, we can see that the
variance of our sliding window within the stable states is low
enough to separate the three different observed states.
E. Discussion of Experiment Results
Our experiments show promising results for the accuracy of
passive benchmarking. In the first experiment, the simplified localized approach performs comparable to the global optimization, while having much shorter computing time and requiring
less tuning. In the second experiment, we compare passive to
active benchmarking in the private cloud scenario. We confirm
that the individual analysis jobs show higher variance, but passive benchmarking shows comparable accuracy to HepSPEC
even for this difficult scenario, and even somewhat better accuracy on the bulk production tasks. Furthermore, in our third experiment we exchanged the grouping of jobs into tasks by grouping them per user and still achieve comparable accuracy. With
this, we can conclude that our approach is suitable for the private
cloud scenario, even under unfavorable conditions.
In our experiments in the public cloud scenario, our passive
approach achieves similar results to a short running benchmark
that was especially designed to represent the homogeneous
workload, while outperforming a generic active benchmark.
This confirms our assumption that using the actual workload to
be representative pays off, and our approach could save the cost

of an active benchmark or even improve results if a very representative active benchmark is not available.
When analyzing the precision of the CPU factors estimated
by our approach, we see results comparable to the more challenging configurations tested with the active benchmark. During
an example analysis of the performance of a single host, this precision allowed us to detect time dependent changes in its performance, and we were able to use the results to identify two operational issues with the machine, basically detecting the limping
hardware mentioned in section 2. With this, we can conclude
that the precision is sufficient for practical use.
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Our extensive experiments show that our approach can
achieve performance comparable to or better than active benchmarks, while avoiding the negative impact and costs. Additionally, our passive approach is based on the actual workload,
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